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Quick start guide
The purpose of this guide is to get you up and running with Flowmap Generator. For a more in-
depth overview of all the parameters available, please see the Reference manual. This guid 
covers importing a mesh that will interact with the simulation and using modifiers to control the 
fluid simulation.

First steps
In this example I'm going to use a mesh that interacts with the fluid simulation. To add a mesh 
object to the scene, click "Mesh" under the "Create" section. You can then browse to your mesh 
object. The supported format is .obj. 
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The next step is creating a Generator object. This is also found under the "Create" section. Using 
the Move and Scale Bounds tools I've positioned the Generator where I want to have my water 
surface.

Heightmap

To allow my mesh object to interact with the scene, I need to set the Generator's Heightmap 
setting to "Render". This allows the Generator to render mesh objects into a heightmap texture. 
Depending on the fluid depth setting, this will either render a top-down heightmap (using the 
Surface setting) or a texture that stores where mesh objects intersect with the Generator 
(DeepWater setting).
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Render

When using the DeepWater setting the geometry to be rendered should be watertight, when 
looking at the mesh from a top down view there should be faces pointing towards the camera 
above the water plane and faces pointing away from the camera below the water plane. For this 
reason it is often better to make a custom mesh that can be used for baking a heightmap.
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When the Flowmap Generator is selected you will see a bounding box corresponding you the 
Height Min and Height Max values. Adjust the two values so that the top of the bounding box is 
above all geometry that intersects with the water plane. Height Min should be set so that the 
heightmap will only include the objects that intersect your water plane, this can often be a small 
value, less than 1 unit. Enabling Preview Heightmap will draw the heightmap in the scene. You 
should see white where your mesh intersects with the Generator.

The width and height settings control the resolution of the heightmap texture. In most cases this 
should match the width and height of the Generator. This is limited to 256px in the Trial version.

Now might be a good time to save the scene. If you are using the Trial version of the program 
this will be disabled.

Modifiers
The next step is to add modifiers to your generator. In order to have any kind of fluid simulation 
at all we need to first add some fluid to the simulation. For this example we'll make an Add Fluid 
modifier to give the appearance of water bubbling up from below.
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Modifiers can be moved around the scene and scaled. The strength property, along with the 
falloff texture ,controls how much the field will affect the simulation.

In my scene I've also added a Remove Fluid modifier and a Force modifier. A Remove Fluid 
modifier removes fluid from the simulation and pulls fluid towards it in the process. This can 
give the appearance of a drain. A Force Field applies a force to the fluid. I've added a Vortex 
force field to my scene.
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Simulating
Now we're ready to start simulating. Select the Generator. With the default settings the 
simulation will run for 500 simulation steps. This most likely isn't enough for this example 
scene. A good way to find out just how many simulation steps are needed to get a good result is 
to enable Continuous Simulation. This will allow the simulation to continue until you press 
pause. For my setup after around 2000 steps the simulation has distributed fluid across the scene. 
I can now set the Max Simulation Steps to 2000.

To save the flowmap after a simulation, first set an Output Folder. This will enable the Bake and 
Write All buttons. The Bake button will run a simulation and write all selected output textures to 
the Output Folder. Write All will write the selected output textures at the current time step.
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Here is how my flowmap looks at this stage.

To preview your flowmap in the scene, you can change the Preview Material to Flowmap.

You now have a flowmap texture that can be used in any game engine.
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Further Reading

More information, including reference manuals and example scenes is available here: 
http://www.superpositiongames.com/products/flowmap-generator/documentation/

The support page for Flowmap Generator can be found here:

http://www.superpositiongames.com/products/flowmap-generator/support/
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